
	

PURE & AUTHENTIC MATERIALS 

The best design is nothing without the right materials. Excellent products can only be 
created, if they are shaped in select materials: natural, authentic, the very best raw 
materials, elegant fabrics, premium wood and excellent metals. 

Our materials extend the Saveri philosophy of "Natural & Authentic ". Inspired by 
nature, they reflect the zeitgeist and represent the company's expertise in trend-
setting interiors. 

         

  

Copper plated Steel   brings glamour to your home. 

Copper plates steel became one of our complementary materials. For us, materials 
must speak a language we understand- a language that awakens our curiosity. That 
is why we have chosen copper plates steel.  

We look forward and outward and merge our insights into a bold piece of furniture to 
which we can relate. 

Copper refines the living atmosphere and was already a “Trend” in the 1970’ . It 
brings elegance and warmness. It is used to place accents to modern pure living 
rooms but also can bring a breeze of vintage feeling. 

Steel is one of the most used materials worldwide. Taking the inspiration from rough 
reinforcement steel mesh we developed a filigree modern, elegant collection.   

The copper plated steel refines the steel and turns a constrictive, rough material into 
an elegant, modern furniture Collection.    

 

           

 

      



 

CHARACTERISTIC OF COPPER PLATED STEEL 

Copper plated steel can show verdigris, which is characteristic, but can be removed. 

The interior of the steel tube remains uncoated (due to technical reasons) however 
the plastic caps / glides on the base of the furniture provide a sealed environment to 
protect the steel from corrosion and penetration from water / other corrosive 
substances 

PRODUCTION PROCESS AND THE FINISH  

A copper layer is applied to the steel and an additional layer of topcoat protects the 
steel again corrosion.    

It is a very thin coat and comparable with car lacquer, which is used for thin 
materials. The coat is applied in lavishly process of several steps.    

The below schematic is intended for illustration purposes only 

 

 

 

  

Please read more in our Take Care manual 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


